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The quality of a product is the satisfaction of the
needs and expectations of the customer. Raw materials, projects, production processes combine to achieve a

- NAVAL LIGHTING

- CONTRACT LIGHTING

- DESIGN LIGHTING

- ARCHITECTURAL LIGHTING

- LED LIGHTING

certain level of quality of the product.
ASTERLIGHT always puts in work "quality system"
and "quality assurance".
The objective of ASTERLIGHT is to ensure the complete satisfaction of customer needs by providing the
expected quality at all stages: from the early birth of
the idea, the product must be the result of a careful
analysis, which is part of the real needs and expectations final consumers and intermediaries involved
(designers, installers, maintenance). Within a manufacturing company as ASTERLIGHT all functions, to the extent
of their competence, shall act for the harmonious development of the final product and all those that make fully
satisfied the various categories involved.
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LED LIGHTING

Why LED lighting is so important.
Are considerable advantages of this technology, the
LED lamps allow a saving of approximately 50/70%
compared with conventional
lamps, at the same time emit
more light with less heat.
LED lamps have a life expectancy greater than in conventional lamps 35000/50000h than
elle 2000/3000h. LED lamps do
not give light pollution as required by the CEI EN 62471
LED lamps are compact,
easy to install, require
little maintenance.
This technology helps to
significantly reduce air
pollution.
Bulbs and equipment with
LED light sources can be
used in any environment:
inland areas, homes,
shops, hotels, retail outlets,
offices, production areas,
outdoor areas,
facial lighting, framing, gardens, swimming pools,
lighting of public areas
such as roads buildings,
medical facilities
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NAVAL LIGHTING

CONTRACT LIGHTING

DESIGN LIGHTING

With years of experience behind us in the lighting industry ASTERLIGHT has a staff of designers, engineers
and experienced designer.
ASTERLIGHT eligible to follow a 360 ° lighting projects
of any kind.

Lighting is one of the key issues for the welfare and
proper function of the space.

The specific perception of the integration between light and
space, allows the design of the lighting designer, to give maximum emphasis to the environment. His professional skills,
are the epitome of design creativity and technical knowledge. As a member of the project team, the lighting designer, working with architects, interior designers and
engineers, or even directly
with the client. The design
goal of the lighting designer
applied to the interior, the
exterior and the application provides daytime:

By providing:
advice
design
productive activity
installation Assistance
.
"Emerald Princess"
ASTERLIGHT has as objective to provide new solutions
related to the lighting industry.

"Emerald Princess: Common area"
Design and production that underlie the use of environmentally friendly raw materials and energy-efficient light
sources that allow you to significantly reduce the costs.
Giving the customer the opportunity to save on most
requested products.

Kempinski Hotel Adriatic”
ASTERLIGHT in collaboration with specialized designer
has always been committed to developing "concepts
light" innovative decorative lamps, floor lamps, support,
reading
lamps,
wall
lights
etc..
Lighting
designed to provide functionality
and visual comfort. Contemporary design and
linearity characterize areas and
exhibition spaces also.
“Shop Costa Luminosa”

- Assessment of needs and functions
- Defining the primary lighting
- Research and specification of luminaires
- Documentation of lighting solutions adopted
ARCHITECTURAL LIGHTING

The design and application of "Architectural Lighting"
enables the internal and external structures, the projection

